LinkNxtGen

Making it Easy to ‘Trust the Process’

What is LinkNxtGen?

LinkNxtGen is a hybrid resource management, project management and process
and procedure management tool based on industry best practices. LinkNxtGen is
available now on Google Play and the Apple Store for your mobile device and
available for desktop use. LinkNxtGen captures detailed self-reported information
on the processes, procedures, tools, and deliverables that staff use to perform their
work assignments as well as the time spent on those processes and procedures.
LinkNxtGen offers companies insights into their organization and customers by:
 Supporting all levels of the organization including strategic, mid-tier
management, and operations
 Supporting continuous process improvement and recording all changes that
occur within the system for future reference
 Supporting productivity by driving process standardization while lowering new or
replacement employee learning curves
LinkNxtGen is available across multiple platforms and staff can use it from
anywhere and at any time. Under the following 5 areas, below, staff can input
unlimited data to show multiple levels as to the steps and processes used to
complete a task.

How does LinkNxtGen Work?
LinkNxtGen offers a platform that can automate business processes and responses throughout the life cycle of any given
project. Using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, LinkNxtGen allows management to have transparency into the full
life cycle of their organization by standardizing critical processes that bring data into a common format enabling the user to
perform key analytics, research, sharing of tools and methods. Highlights of LinkNxtGen features include:
 Contains multi-level dashboards with data anchored information for front line employees, mid-management, and executive
level program managers for effective human capital load balancing
 Contains over 125 predefined, commonly used Technical Labor categories in its database with definitions
 Eliminates geographical challenges by being available in both mobile and desktop form
 Allows users to run “what-if” scenarios, such as, determining who can support new requirements while ensuring no current
tasks are dropped
 Offers management an overall look at workforce utilization which allows them to see if someone is being over or underutilized, this outcome can provide cost-savings across the organization

How Can LinkNxtGen Help your organization?
BUSINESS PROBLEM
Lack of Clear
Direction/Ambiguity

HOW LINKNXTGEN CAN HELP
LinkNxtGen provides management with transparency into their organization.

Lack of Information Sharing
Lack of Understanding
Company Process and
Procedures, Tasks and
Steps

LinkNxtGen provides a platform for individuals, groups (teams) and management to share
information in real time regarding what is happening in the workplace. This allows
managers the ability to review things at the micro or macro level while having control over
approval.
LinkNxtGen data is built with a descending pathway that starts with the Process,
Procedure, Task, down to the Step level. This provides an organization with a high-level
view of what is happening within the organization as well as providing a view of the
granular steps taken to perform a task under a project.

Not Being Able to Perform
Predictions

LinkNxtGen has trending capabilities to assist managers with being able to see trends
and allows for making objective predications for the future.
LinkNxtGen allows managers to see how much resources cost their company for each
Lack of Financial
Project, Task and Step by Geographical locations. The LinkNxtGen system will allow
Management
managers to make key decisions on resource allocation based on the cost associated
with a project.
Lack of Regulatory
LinkNxtGen can house all the ISO and CMMI standards which can be monitored to
Compliance
ensure compliance.
LinkNxtGen allows managers to see where additional resources are needed, where more
Lack of Monitoring
TM funding is needed, and where more control and monitoring is needed. These tools allow
Performance
managers to determine the risk level of any Process, Procedure, Task or Step.
LinkNxtGen allows managers to see where employees may need additional training,
Lack of Quality Recruitment where resources need to be reallocated in order to meet deadlines and where employees
are overburdened and/or under tasked.
LinkNxtGen allows companies to pull key metrics which can be used to make strategic and
Lack of Updated
informative decisions about their organization/portfolio at a high level or at any defined key
Technology
organization configuration level.
LinkNxtGen provides the organization with the ability to have a vast amount of relevant
Lack of Positive Customer
and critical information at their fingertips! Mangers will be able to respond to key
Service
informational requests in a timely and efficient manner ensuring customer satisfaction.
LinkNxtGen allows for built in approval and permission settings. With employees loading
the application from the bottom and managers loading from the top, the approval process
Lack of Communication
happening throughout; this will result in increased communications on projects and
increased satisfaction of all employees, with program efficiencies becoming a by-product
of the application.

Want to know more about LinkNxtGen?
For more information or to request a demonstration of LinkNxtGen please contact
Charles Davis at cdavis@teamconsult.com or visit the LinkNxtGen website at
www.linknxtgen.com
Find us in:
Apple Store & Google Play
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